Accountability Procedure for Student Organizations

Report received.

Behavior reported contains insufficient information for an investigation. Behavior reported would not violate the Code of Student Life.

Behavior reported is analyzed to determine preliminary Level of Violation. Student organization notified of allegations and next step in the process:

Alleged Level 1 Violation
Alleged Level 2 Violation
Alleged Level 3 Violation
Adaptable Resolution Process

Investigator and organization leaders meet, collaboratively discuss the alleged violation, and design appropriate resolution outcomes.

Investigator and organization leaders meet, collaboratively discuss the alleged violation, charges dismissed, case closed.

Investigator and organization leaders meet, collaboratively discuss the alleged violation, additional information is obtained, or an inability to collaborate occurs, or suspension of the organization may be warranted, the case is shifted to Administrative Resolution (Level 3).

Investigator and organization leaders meet, collaboratively discuss the alleged violation, and design appropriate resolution outcomes.

Referral to governing council judicial process, organization judicial boards or other internal judicial process.

Judicial board processes the case and copies OSA on the outcome.

Investigator and organization leaders meet, investigation process occurs, a summary report is written and submitted to the Director, Office of Student Accountability.

Organization meets with Director who subsequently issues final decision.

Organization has the right to appeal the case to the Director of Leadership and Engagement, or the Director of Recreational Services, as applicable.

Appeal decision is the final University decision on the case.

*Organizations who proactively report a potential Level 3 violation(s) may be considered for Level 2 adjudication (administrative resolution process).